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Back in March, the lengthening days and a spell of unusually clement spring
weather turned gardens and green spaces into a sanctuary from the strains of
lockdown. Now the nation has hit pause once again, but it is pitch black by
teatime and the flowers of summer have turned to mush.

If pottering among plants kept you sane last time around — or you missed it
completely and want to give it a go now — you may be wondering how to cope
as winter begins its grip on gardens.

But take heart; late autumn is one of the busiest times of the horticultural
calendar. It’s just a question of finding jobs that suit your mood, how much
time you have and what the weather is doing.

As garden designer Ann-Marie Powell puts it, “Start thinking about what’s
going to make you happy next year; do the jobs that please you because it will
give you something to look forward to. It’s about planting hope.”
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Plant trees and shrubs

One of the biggest opportunities for gardening in the run-up to Christmas and
beyond is planting bare-root trees and shrubs. “It’s a chance to put in all of the
structure that you might have been hankering for. If you have fences that have
fallen down, why not consider planting a hedge in their place?” suggests
Powell, who revamped her own garden during the first lockdown.

She is crowdfunding a book of tips and tricks from the community of gardeners
she built around her Instagram account @myrealgarden.

The bare-root planting season stretches from November to March, which is
when trees and shrubs grown in open fields are dug up and sold without soil.
Buying bare root is generally cheaper than buying container-grown plants, and
there is a wide range of choice, from fruit trees and roses to soft fruit and
hedging plants.

Plant on a calm day when the soil is neither waterlogged nor frozen; soak the
roots in lukewarm water for an hour beforehand.

If you cannot plant bare roots immediately when they arrive, take them out of
their wrapping and cover the roots with damp compost in a container and store
in a frost-free spot.

Or “heel them in” by digging a trench in a shady, sheltered spot, placing the
bare roots in the trench at a 45-degree angle and covering with soil — they can
be dug up and planted when needed.

Spring-flowering bulbs

Whether you have an acre or a square metre, planting spring bulbs is one of the
most satisfying jobs this month. Ignore the organised types who tell you they
put in their bulb order months ago — there’s plenty of time to buy and plant
tulips, daffodils, irises and alliums.

Jane Perrone plants Narcissus Jetfire bulbs in a pot in her Bedfordshire garden © Jack Orton/FT

“Don’t panic — you can plant bulbs until January. Plant them deep and you will
be amazed at how they want to grow, even if they haven’t read the textbook and
know you’re planting them late,” says Powell.

Whether you buy a huge sack of mixed daffodils or carefully curate a colour
scheme of many varieties matters not. More important is picking where to
place them.

For containers, choose shorter, stockier varieties. At 20cm tall, Narcissus Tête-
à-tête is perfect for window boxes and pots on outdoor tables: 25cm tall Jetfire
works well for smaller pots. Even smaller are the reticulate iris, such as vivid-
blue Harmony and white-and-purple Painted Lady, which reach just 15cm tall
and flower in late winter and early spring.

When planting tulips in borders, you’ll get more return on your investment by
choosing varieties that will reliably reflower year after year when left in the
ground: Spring Green and Ballerina are good bets.

Evergreens for winter foliage

While you wait for the spring bulbs, fill pots and containers to place near doors
and on steps where you can enjoy them as you pass or spot them from the
window. Keep it simple: Amanda Brame, Petersham Nurseries’ horticultural
director, suggests filling a terracotta pot with one or two evergreens such as
Skimmia or a hellebore and trailing dark ivies down the front.

“Add some drama by poking cut branches into the pot, such as sprays of bright
red rosehips,” she says.

Sow sweet peas

There aren’t many options for seed sowing from now until things start to warm
up in spring, but sweet peas are hardy enough to be started this month and
placed in a sheltered spot outside in an unheated greenhouse or cold frame,
then planted out in April.

I am sowing Matucana, an old, sweetly scented variety with magenta and
purple blooms, and King Size Navy Blue, which is a wonderful variety for cut
flowers.

Planting sweet pea seeds © Jack Orton/FT

Provide a refuge for wildlife

Maybe you’re feeling guilty that your garden didn’t undergo a radical
transformation during the first lockdown, but that’s not such a bad thing.
Wildlife expert Kate Bradbury says there’s a danger of doing too much tidying
in the garden and inadvertently clearing away important winter habitats for the
invertebrates that feed the creatures we love, such as birds and hedgehogs.

As Bradbury puts it in her book Wildlife Gardening, it’s “all about the food
chain. It’s about the tiny creatures beavering away in our compost bins and
beneath piles of leaves, logs and stones”.

So keep neatness to a minimum: remove slippery fallen leaves from paths,
where they pose a hazard, and from lawns, where they can suffocate the grass,
but deposit them at the back of the border where they serve as insects’ winter
quarters.

Pile up logs, stones and sticks in a corner, turn a blind eye to patches of weeds,
such as nettles, that serve as food for caterpillars, and leave seed heads to stand
so they can be enjoyed by birds. Leaving out dishes of fresh water can also be a
lifesaver for wildlife, especially in freezing conditions.

Remove leaves from paths and lawns but deposit some at the back of the border where they serve as insects’ winter habitat © Jack
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Encourage birds

If you have just five minutes to spare, give bird feeders an MOT because, as
Bradbury puts it, “Winter is the time when the birds get interesting.” When
food sources become scarce, birds group together in mixed flocks: goldfinches,
greenfinches and chaffinches turn up at feeders en masse, while seasonal
visitors such as waxwings, redwings and fieldfares may put in an appearance.

Wash feeders in hot soapy water, dry and
refill: think carefully about where to place
food supplies, as birds may fail to visit if
food is left exposed to predators. “Put it
where there’s some cover, near a tree or a
hedge or suspended from a tree, so if a
bird of prey or a cat comes they can fly to
safety,” Bradbury says.

It may seem counterintuitive, but the key to repeat visits is not tempting birds
to linger at the feeder, Bradbury says. “Suet blocks and whole peanuts
encourage the birds to stay at the feeder which exposes them to predators,
whereas suet pieces and kibbled peanuts can be carried away to eat. They are at
the feeder for less time, but it means they are more likely to come back because
it’s safer.”

Refill bird feeders with small suet pieces rather than large blocks, which can encourage birds to stay at the feeder, exposing them
to predators © Jack Orton/FT

Bring the outside in

Watching birds from the window is one way of enjoying your garden from the
inside, but Petersham’s Brame suggests bringing fragments of the outdoors in
to enjoy on miserable days.

“Cut bare branches of winter-flowering shrubs and bring armfuls in so you
have something nice to look at,” she says. When cut in bud, Viburnum x
bodnantense, Japanese quince (Chaenomeles) and mimosa (Acacia dealbata)
will all burst into flower indoors.

Brame also suggests that moss raked from lawns can be repurposed as a
covering for the tops of pots filled with winter bedding or spring bulbs, or used
inside for tablescapes.

When it comes to children, long warm days spent in the garden are not on the
horizon. Instead, encourage short forays outside for a few minutes of digging or
collecting leaves. Be led by them: some love simply to potter, others prefer to
be set a challenge.

For instance, spend five minutes gathering materials for a nature table: a
handful of shiny acorns, a spray of scarlet rose hips and a rainbow of autumn
leaves can make a beautiful, ever-changing display to admire on rainy days.
Collect acorns and conkers and try planting them in pots, too.

Bring elements of the outdoors inside to create a winter display © Jack Orton/FT

Indoor gardening

If you are one of the many people who built their own indoor jungle during
lockdown, you may now be wondering why your plants are not looking as lush
as they were. Winter can be a challenge for house plants — how they want to be
treated depends on the native conditions they’ve evolved to survive.

Most cacti and succulents prefer a cool room with lots of light but minimal
watering between now and March. Plants from tropical and subtropical climes
such as Monsteras, Marantas and palms suffer if exposed to cold draughts or
the hot, dry air from central heating. Slow down on the watering, but don’t let
them dry out completely.

Jane Perrone in her greenhouse © Jack Orton/FT

If you are planning on buying more plants, make sure you wrap them carefully
before bringing them home: a blast of chilly air will be a shock.

One final tip: assuming you have acquired so many plants that you have run
out of room for a Christmas tree, just drape some fairy lights around a swiss
cheese plant, weeping fig or other large plant. They’ll look fabulous, while
keeping the spotlight on your indoor jungle.

Five pieces of gardening kit every newcomer should have

Showa 306 gloves

I get through several pairs of gardening gloves a year, but the ones that have stood the test of
time are these. They are water-repellent, warm and have a good grip and you can sling them in
the washing machine when they get filthy. screwfix.com

Burgon and Ball bulb planter

This tool makes light work of bulb-planting, making it easier to do so to the correct depth. I like to
get down to ground level for this job, but there’s a long-handled version if you want to save
backache. interismo.co.uk

Botanist’s hand lens
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It helped to sustain many newcomers through the first wave of the
coronavirus. Now, with winter closing in, can it do the same in the second?
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This is small enough to tuck in your pocket, but is invaluable for taking a really close look at your
plants. It is particularly useful for diagnosing pest problems on houseplants such as spider mite.
nhbs.com

Castor trowel

Of all my tools, this is the one most often at my side: the blade is made of bronze while the handle
is made of beech, and it’s immensely strong and versatile, as well as feeling good in the hand. The
blade is sharp, making it perfect for digging holes, weeding and more. The manufacturer offers a
25-year guarantee on the blade, so this really is a worthwhile investment. implementations.co.uk

Marshalls garden knife

A garden knife is vital for jobs like opening bags of compost, dividing plants and harvesting
vegetables: this one folds small enough to fit in my pocket and the curved blade has stayed sharp
despite much neglect. marshallsgarden.com

Follow @FTProperty on Twitter or @ft_houseandhome on Instagram to find
out about our latest stories first.
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